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Mary Rodriguez, Ava Guckian, and Hannah Stiles display confidence in their own personal fashion style while posing with Mrs. Novitski.

Confidence is Always in Style
By Kartiki Sarangdhar & Evelynne Watkins

Have you asked a friend or classmate to do
a ‘fit check’? If so, maybe they jumped at the
chance, or perhaps they found it sort of
awkward. A ‘fit check’ is a way of saying
‘check out my outfit’, and is used on social
media with a photo of the look with ‘outfit’
shortened to ‘fit’. It requires the person to
state the brands they are wearing and get
opinions from others about it. Popular outfits
can range from artsy ones, with lots of colors;
edgy clothing, which could contain monotone
colors and leather, or formal, with dresses and
ties. The important thing to remember about
any fashion statement is that it should be fun
and most of all, promote confidence!
According to the survey sent out by the
Insider, 37.5% of Melican respondents do
have fun with fashion and said they
absolutely love shopping, 28.6% of people
admit shopping is not their first choice but
they still like it, 23.2% of people say it is
definitely not enjoyable, and 12.5% of
students who responded think it is dreadful.
From these results, it is obvious that people
have mixed feelings about shopping, and
maybe even fashion in general. While some
Melican students who responded to the
survey noted that they do not care much
about fashion and wear whatever is in their

closet, others reported that they get their
fashion inspiration from influencers on social
media platforms such as pinterest, TikTok,
Youtube, and Instagram. It is important to be
aware that influencers on many of these
platforms are usually promoting products
when they pose for a picture or make a video.
Even though this may seem innocent or
completely ordinary, influencers may not be
transparent with their motivation. Often,
influencers on social media profit from
promoting a brand’s product. The brand will
give them a script of things to say and things
not to say. Some influencers may not even
like or use the product but continue to
advertise it.
Beyond phony promos, some fashion
brands have also been caught misleading
customers about their products' sustainability.
“A pair of ASOS trousers claim to be
‘mono-material’ and therefore ‘designed to
be remade’ or recycled,” states the Changing
Markets Foundation, “Yet, the product is
actually a blend of 54% nylon and 46%
polyester - a mixture impossible to recycle
with current technology.” These clothes also
contain plastic, which most companies do not
recycle. In fact, many brands that say they
use “recycled materials” do not even use
much at all. The clothing industry continues
to cause a lot of waste as people keep buying,

and companies make false claims. The two
worst offenders of false claims, according to
euronews.green are ‘fast fashion’ retailers H
& M and ASOS.
If the phrase, fast fashion is dropped into
an everyday conversation, what is the first
thing that comes to mind? Maybe memories
of fashion brands that have scammed people
resurface, certain short-lived fashion trends,
or maybe products that are bad for the
environment. When the definition of fast
fashion is searched, the Oxford dictionary
states that it is “inexpensive clothing
produced rapidly by mass-market retailers in
response to the latest trends.” While this is
true, it does not really explain it completely.
Quicker and more speedy production of
fashion started around the time of the
Industrial Revolution, when the sewing
machine and sweatshops were introduced to
the world. Sweatshops are factories, mostly in
the clothing industry, where manual workers
are paid low wages, have long hours, and
most of the time, poor working conditions.
While today in the United States there are
labor laws for things like this, including
minimum wage, there are still sweatshops
across the world, and despite the laws, United
States clothing brands may still outsource
production to these types of factories.
It is hard to keep up with fashion trends
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and that is why fast fashion is not meant to
last a lifetime - it makes new outfits more
affordable, but while certain outfits may look
good on product websites, the result at home
is not always the same. Students at Melican
weighed in: some students admit they have
been misled on sites such as SHEIN but many
get their clothing there. Almost 33% of our
respondents reported to the Insider that they
have shopped at SHEIN which is criticized
for its clothing quality and production
methods. Many would refer to SHEIN as fast
fashion.
Overall, it seems as though there are more
cons than pros to fast fashion - could that be
true? This is because a lot of fast fashion is
quite cheap, allowing large quantities of it to
be bought at once. Many fast fashion
clothing items are mass-produced, leading to
lower
prices,
and
consumers are eager to
turn to the latest trends
in the fashion world.
When making these
products, though, lots
of material is wasted.
For starters, there is a
lot of fabric being used
and possibly being
thrown away soon after
it is made. To make the
garments, a lot of water
is used in the process.
The water used could
have been, according to
ethicalconsumer.org, a
supply
for
approximately
five
million people who
need it around the
world. These clothes
also contain plastic,
which most companies
do not recycle.
To add insult to
injury, the workers who
make these clothes are
not being treated very
well either. In an
Upfront
magazine’s
September 2021 edition
article titled “The Price
of Fast Fashion” it says that, “A recent
investigation by the U.S. Department of
Labor found that many Fashion Nova
garments are stitched together in the U.S. by
a workforce that’s paid as little as $2.77 an

hour, far below the federal minimum wage of
$7.25” (Grisé). Workers in poorer countries
are also paid very little with high risk
working conditions. The factories contain
fumes from chemicals and dyes; workers
have a high tendency to become sick due to
the tight conditions, especially during the
COVID pandemic. More people are
protesting against the injustice these workers
face, but it is not enough. The amount of
people who fight against this cause does not
top the amount of money large companies are
making through this harmful process.
While it is clear that there are quite a few
disadvantages to fast fashion, it is still
important to make changes. It is possible for
the people of this generation to learn more
about the drawbacks, and decide to act
against them. One small act that could benefit
the environment is to
buy less. It might
seem like a really
small step, but if many
people do it, there will
be a noticeable impact.
Another
somewhat
effortless step to help
the environment is to
recycle used clothes
and repurpose them.
Also, consider buying
secondhand; apps like
Poshmark, ThreadUP,
Swap, and other local
consignment
shops
make this easy and
enjoyable.
There are
undeniable perks to
fast fashion: it is
inexpensive, it is good
looking and on trend,
and it might help
social media users get
a few more likes or
followers. However,
there are apparent
negative consequences
too; the toll it takes on
the environment and
the way it leads to
unfair treatment of
employees has many consumers avoiding its
lure. When tempted by fast fashion,
remember that the key to always looking
good is confidence, and it is clear that
Melican students will always be in style. ⬤

6th Grade Student Spotlight
By Alaina Prinz

In a survey for this spring’s edition, we
asked Melican students to nominate a sixth
grade student that deserves special
recognition in the Melican Insider. There
were many awesome sixth graders that
were nominated - the 6th grade student
spotlight for our 2022 spring edition
is…Emilia Loizeaux!
One classmate shared a very special
message about Emilia in the nomination
survey. She said, “Emilia is the nicest
friend in the world. She always makes me
laugh with her jokes and makes positive
comments on my [work]. She is also
really good at singing, acting, and
gymnastics….She does aerials and back
handsprings.” It was also reported that
“Emilia is so kind and is always there for
me when I need her. I always have so
much fun when I'm with her.” Beyond the
kind words other students said about her,
Emilia is a student with so many
impressive qualities. She is a very talented
gymnast and can do stunts that take time
and strength to perfect. Her dedication to
gymnastics is similar to her dedication to
everything she does. She is a very
musically talented girl. She is a really
good singer and participated in the
school’s musical this year; she did a
terrific job in her role as a Wildcat
cheerleader! (photo on page 8)
Emilia always makes her friends laugh
and smile because she is so funny and
kind! If you hang out with Emilia it
definitely will not be boring because she is
such a fun person to be around.⬤
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Dear Ms. Roadrunner,
By Em Tougas

Dear Ms. Roadrunner,
I love the library, but a lot of the books
there are old. I feel like I’ve read all of them.
Also, a lot of the books at the library are in
bad condition. Once I checked out a series
and several of the books had pages missing!
Can’t we get books in better condition and
newer titles? That would be so much better!
-Bored Reader
Dear Bored Reader,
A lot of the books we have been using in
the library have been used for many years.
Many people have enjoyed these books just
like you have, but that does come with the
consequence that they will end up in a bad
condition. If you ever check the library’s
catalog (Destiny Discover), you can see that
the library does get many new books, about
once a month. This means many of the books
will be newly published titles, and these
books will be in good condition, unlike the
ones you were talking about before. If you or
anyone does come across a book in bad
condition (if it came that way, or if something
happened at your house), just bring it to Mrs.
Bisset, our school librarian. She will either
be able to fix the book or work to get a
replacement.
There is also something called SORA.
This is an online website that you can use to
check out books that the library doesn’t have
or books that the library has that might not be
available to read at the moment. The books
on this website were all bought by Mrs.
Bisset, so if your favorite book isn’t on there,
it might be soon! Make sure to go to Mrs.
Bisset if you have any questions about SORA
or other questions about the books in the
library.
Dear Ms. Roadrunner,
I’m in eighth grade and kind of nervous
about going to high school in the fall. I’ve
heard that there’s a lot of homework at
Algonquin and that it’s hard to balance
school, hanging out with friends, after school
activities like clubs, sports, and the school
musicals (I’ve heard that there are two a
year). My friends in high school have been
trying to assure me, but I’m still really
nervous about switching schools. I wish I was
more excited like other 8th graders. Can you
help me? -Scared to Switch
Dear Scared to Switch,
What your friends say about high school is
true! The teachers at the high school are all

really nice and the homework is manageableeven the honors classes do not have as much
homework as you are probably expecting!
Since the building is big, it might take you a
little time to get used to it, but soon you will
think everything is easy. I know your friends
have probably told you the same things, so I
will suggest a couple specific things to try.
Think back to when you were heading into
Melican and try to remember how you felt
then; chances are you had similar doubts and
worries. Think about how long it took you to
adjust to middle school. Hopefully this helps
you feel confident that you have made a
difficult transition once already and you will
do well with this next one.
Another
suggestion I have is to reach out to your high
school guidance counselor through email.
They are there to help you with everything as
you prepare for and enter high school.
-Ms. Roadrunner

7th Grade Student Spotlight
By Altea Mehillaj

We asked Melican students who they
thought deserved to be spotlighted in the 7th
grade and it was Taylor Ferlo! There were
several nominations about her and everything
that students said about her was amazing. A
little bit about her is that she moved to
Northborough in the sixth grade. She had
been at her old town for ten years. She had
many great friends there that she had known
for a very long time. It is hard moving from
somewhere that you have known for most of
your life to somewhere completely new.
Making new friends in middle school can be
hard; it can be especially hard if you do not
know anyone. Needless to say, Taylor made
many great and amazing friends here at
Melican. Her friendliness, positivity, and
kindness made an impression on classmates
immediately. They made her feel welcome
and happy here in Northborough. Taylor is a
humble
person
and
expressed
her
thankfulness for being nominated for student
spotlight.
Another cool thing about Taylor is that she
plays lacrosse and is on a competitive
lacrosse team. She works hard to excel at her
sport but her determination is also used to set
other important goals for her future. Taylor
shared that when she is older she wants to
travel the world. She also has a goal to get
into Harvard and become a lawyer, which are
both admirable ambitions. Taylor is an all
around great and kind person; it is no wonder
why people nominated her.⬤

Teacher Spotlight
By Aisha Ali

We asked the students at Melican to
nominate teachers for a special recognition
spotlight, and we got many thoughtful
responses. One of the teachers who received
multiple nominations was Mrs. Terwilliger.
Three different students commented on how
kind she is to everyone at school. One
student specifically noted that Mrs.
Terwilliger worked really hard to help the
student get caught up after absences from
school. When we reached out to Mrs.
Terwilliger with some questions, we learned
a lot more about her.
Did you know Mrs. Terwilliger has an
identical twin sister? Her sister also teaches
sixth grade English and social studies. The
twins have one brother who is a teacher as
well; it seems like it must run in the family!
Mrs. Terwilliger really enjoys painting,
baking, and the outdoors. She spends time
taking
long
walks
and
hikes,
paddleboarding, playing tennis, and
nowadays, chasing her kids around
playgrounds. She has done a lot of charity
walks to raise awareness for causes and
charities that are close to her heart. She also
loves playing board games and doing
puzzles. She is a big fan of the Patriots and
tries to watch all of their games. She has
played a lot of sports herself, but believes
trying fencing in college was the most
unique of all. Mrs. Terwilliger was in the
drama program in high school, participating
in several productions which has led to her
enjoyment in musical theater and attending
Broadway shows. A goal she has in life is to
travel often. She loves visiting new places
and exploring new areas and cultures. A
much smaller hope is to take her kids to a
drive-in movie this summer, since she has a
lot of good memories of going to the
drive-in with her family when she was little.
⬤
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Trading T-Hawk for Titan
By Altea Mehillaj

As many of you know there has been a
change this year in the Algonquin mascot.
Before, the mascot at the high school was a
Tomahawk (T-hawk); they changed it due to
it being discriminatory toward Native
Americans. The school made a decision to
remove the mascot last year. It was a very
lengthy process that involved many meetings
over zoom with a study group and many
different mascots that were suggested. The
top five were Eagles, Falcons, Nor’Easters,
Thunders, and lastly Titans. The students
finally made a final decision and it was, drum
roll please, the Titans!
Being a Titan means that you are strong,
smart, and have great importance, all of the
things that Algonquin is. Titans have
achieved great things in Greek mythology,
where the name Titans was first used. They
were the generation right before the Greek
Gods. The 12 original titans were called
Oceanus, Coeus, Crius, Hyperion, Iapetus, as
well as Cronus, and they were known as the
brothers. The sisters were called Thea, Rhea,
Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, and Tethys.
Some people still have some questions,
like what is going to happen with all of the
merchandise that has the T-Hawk logo? Or,
what about the big Tomahawk logo on the
gymnasium floor? Are they going to get rid
of all of that right away? Those are all very
great and important questions, and there are
answers that have been provided.
Changing a mascot does not go as quickly
as one may think. In fact, truly changing any
mascot takes about five to seven years. There
are many things that must be considered and
it also does not come cheap. Just the
immediate changes cost about $300,000 $450,000. What is the difference between
changes over time and immediate changes?
Immediate changes would mean that it would
be changed right away, either because it is an
easy fix and does not cost a lot of money, or
because it was already broken, or not up to
date and it was already going to be replaced.
Changes over time happen over a longer
period and the biggest reason for that is
because it costs too much to change it right
away. For example, the gymnasium floors
with all of the mascot logos will most likely
be a change over time. If it were to be
changed right now, it would cost $60,000
even though the floor does not need any
changes. The change will happen when the

floor needs to be fixed. Another example is
the scoreboards. A temporary fix to the
scoreboard would cost about $2,800. To
change the whole thing completely then it
would cost around $17,000.
Uniforms are a whole other thing to worry
about. In order to replace all of the uniforms,
for all of the sports then it would cost about
$207,800, while if they wanted to change just
varsity uniforms only it would cost about
$110,800. Since that is way too much money
to spend all in one time, it was decided to
phase out the current uniforms over five to
seven years. There are some things that will
not change. They decided to keep all of the
plaques and the banners that have the T-hawk
logo on them because they represent part of
Algonquin history.
There are going to be many fundraisers and
boosters that are going to help the school get
all of the money that they need in order to
change all of these different things. Due to
COVID, there has been a decrease in money
in boosters and in fundraising, but that does
not mean they will not raise the funds that are
needed.
The study group has addressed everything.
From considering the different plaques and
banners to the gymnasium floor. They have
thought about all of the costs of different
things, and determined that it would be more
manageable to update the mascot on these
items over time rather than immediately. Be
on the lookout for Titans. ⬤

8th Grade Student Spotlight
By Altea Mehillaj

The Melican Insider staff combed
through many nominations for this
edition’s student spotlight and is confident
that eighth grader Anthea Sun certainly
deserves the recognition. Many Melican
students suggested her, and they had a lot
of complimentary things to share. One
classmate mentioned that Anthea is not
only musical, academic, funny and clever
with jokes but she is also always “there for
support if you need it.”
Anthea knows how to balance many
activities. She is in the school band and
plays both the flute and the baritone
saxophone. She is not only a part of the
eighth grade band, but she is also a part of
other musical groups such as the school’s
jazz band and the Chamber Ensemble.
During her time at Melican, Anthea also
participated in the Teen Advisory Group
(TAG). Outside of school, she attends the
Russian school of mathematics and is
involved with Boy Scouts of America
thanks to their gender inclusive policies.
Something that many people might not
know about Anthea is that she knows how
to code. She took a coding class over the
summer of 2020-2021, and she learned a
lot about coding. She and her friends even
started the design of a website which will
hopefully be finished soon. Anthea cheers
everyone up and makes sure that whoever
she is around has a smile on their face. She
is understanding of everyone she meets,
and she is always going to be there for her
friends in times of trouble. Anthea can
make anyone laugh with her jokes. As
many can tell, she is one of a kind and is
lovely to be around. Next time you see
Anthea walking make sure that you say
hello! ⬤
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Up and Atom
By AJ Leach

Do you like science? If so, did you take
part in Melican’s Regional Science Fair?
Some changes made this year's fair unique
and interesting. If you did not hear about it
already, read more to learn the facts about
the fair, the process, and the winners.
What are some facts about the fair? For
starters, the fair is regional, meaning it was
not just Melican students participating. All
schools involved were informed of the many
guidelines of the competition. For example,
“Projects of up to three students are allowed
with the reminder to adhere to all public
requirements of social distancing” quoted the
Massachusetts Middle Region II School
Science and Engineering Fair website.
Students of all grades in middle school were
allowed to join. In our school, students from
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades competed.
Mrs. Eisenlord said, “This is the first time
in several years that we have had groups of
Melican students participate in the Regional
Science Fair.” If you didn't know, this is Mrs.
Eisenlord’s first year as a science fair
advisor!
Rules are put in place though. Projects
must be from the year of the fair, meaning all
ideas and projects must be made in 2022.
Students' projects must clearly show the
scientific process.
Once an idea for a project is
determined, it does not mean just wait
around for results. Students had to fill out a
form to enter. The form asked questions about

their project. The questions would ask what
their project was, who was in the group,
etc.Different from other years, submissions
are made online, as coronavirus was still a
concern to the Massachusetts Middle Region
II School Science & Engineering Fair
organizers. Students had to film a video with
them representing their project. Some
students may prefer this way because it is
known to be less stressful than having to
present the project in person.
When students entered their videos
they had to be four to five minutes and less
than seven, or else they would be
disqualified. Students followed simple steps
that can be abbreviated into OPEE. OPEE
stands for observe, plan, explore, and explain.
Rules state that students must have a journal
entry for each step of their project.
Out of the Melican Middle students that
initially participated, only a few groups
actually entered their project for judging. The
deadline to enter was April 29. School
winners were announced in early May. One
student worth mentioning is Shrinivasa
Makaram who got an Honorable Mention
Award. A Third place award went to a
Melican team consisting of Peichi Che, Arjun
Mukherjee, and Jasmine Palit. Their project
determined the effects of various water and
soil contaminants on the growth of radish
plants. One science fair advisor, Mr. Rudloff,
commented that, “It is great to see kids taking
their own time to work on a project that is not
required for school. It shows that Melican has
kids with a
passion for
the subject.
They
go
above and
beyond the
curriculum
we have at
school.”
No matter
who won, it
was
still
amazing
that
so
many
students
participated
in this out
of school
scientific
activity!⬤

Changing the World;
One Student at a Time
By Arjun Mukherjee

The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) is one
of the leading anti-hate organizations formed
in the 20th century to combat Anti-Semitism,
or hate against the Jewish community. It has
evolved into a group that strives to make
America an equitable place that embraces
diversity. A World of Difference Institute is
an entity of the ADL founded in 1985 with
the purpose of combating prejudices in
society. The program has affected millions,
according to its website, and is based in
schools and teaches children in middle school
and high school about how to overcome hate
and bias.
This is the first year World of Difference
was at Melican; the program was led by Ms.
Bean and Ms. Sotir who worked with seventh
and eighth grade peer leaders. Ms. Sotir
explained how the program came to Melican.
She said that World of Difference started after
an implementation of a new district plan
called Vision 2026. Ms. Bean, another
advisor, said that “One component of the
district’s Vision 2026, is to create Equity of
Opportunity. An aspect of Equity of
Opportunity is the empowerment of students
as leaders. Melican, Trottier, and Algonquin
partnered this year with the Anti-Defamation
League to bring A World of Difference to our
schools in order to train peer leaders to lead
developmentally appropriate activities and
discussions on bias and respect with student
groups.”
At this point in the year, World of
Difference has impacted the school in a
positive way. Ms. Sotir and Ms. Bean “were
extremely impressed with the maturity and
leadership of the peer leaders, and the
feedback we received from the sixth grade
audience members was that they thoroughly
enjoyed the workshops.”
Additionally, statistics from the Melican
Insider student survey showed that around
50% of respondents said they have an interest
in becoming peer leaders in the future, and
65% of people surveyed found the World of
Difference presentations useful. To learn
more about the World of Difference program
at Melican Middle School, our team
contacted Ms. Bean and Ms. Sotir (the peer
leader advisors), as well as interviewed Mary
Rodriguez, a 7th grade peer leader!
(interview below)
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Melican peer leaders eat lunch together at ARHS.

Q. Why did you want to become a peer
leader?
A. I wanted to become a peer leader
because of the hate and discrimination
around the US; there is a lot of physical and
verbal abuse against the Asian community.
Asian people have been targeted with
inappropriate phrases after the spread of the
COVID-19 virus, which is completely
wrong. Other people have been bullied and
teased, which is sad to hear about.
Discrimination can also go unnoticed. I
have noticed bullying and discrimination
that happens within the school walls. In
school I have been bullied and teased,
sometimes being called a ‘teachers pet’ and
other degrading nicknames. This negatively
affected my social interactions with other
people and caused social anxiety. It is
really hard to forget those experiences
because even one mean thing creates an
impact on your spirit.
Q. What are you trying to achieve as a peer
leader?
A. So my priority of signing up for being a
peer leader is because of prejudice towards
minorities and bullying, since I have been
greatly
affected
by
bullying and
cyberbullying. People say hurtful things,
but they don’t understand how hurtful they
are. I want to be an advocate and reveal
how terrible hate is to help the community
and people who may have been quite
affected by discrimination. This is true not
only in my school setting, but I want to help
the community outside of school also.
Q. How was the training to become a Peer
Leader?
A. It was long, but it also made me discover
more about myself throughout the way. I
learned a lot because I didn't even know
many of the concepts that the instructors

taught. It was very fun and gave me more
knowledge! For the first couple days we did
icebreakers, and we were shown videos
about serious subject matter. We also
learned about the activities that we would
later present to the sixth grade students at
Melican.
Q. What is something interesting you have
learned as a result of the training?
A. One interesting thing I learned in the
training sessions were the concepts of
microaggressions. Microaggressions are
comments that are very stereotypical and
these comments are usually very offensive,
but come out in the form of jokes. They are
not meant to be taken seriously, but they are
still very hurtful and should be stopped. A
lot of microaggressions have been occurring
these days; they can pass easily and people
might feel that it's offensive, but can also be
taken as a joke. This way, many people
can offend others but hide behind the
illusion of it being a joke. This was
interesting to me.
Q. How did you think your presentations
went?
A. For presentations we made a slide deck,
which we explained verbally. We tried to
have lots of participation from the sixth
graders, and we did! We also made sure to
include plenty of games and activities to
make the presentations more interesting.
Q. What did you take away from being a
peer leader?
A. Well, I have to say that being a peer
leader allows you to help other people, but
at the same time, you learn something
yourself. Like when we started training, I
learned about bias, prejudice, and a lot of
those things. You get to teach these things
to other students who did not get the same
training. You get a realization on today's
society, how the pandemic changed

society’s views on Asian
people, and how the Black
Lives Matter movement shed
a light on racist hate. Most
of all, you get to learn new
things and prevent hate from
spreading
in
your
community.
Q. What do you want to see
happen as a result of World
of Difference?
A. I really want to see people
being more kind to each
other and being mindful of
the respect we have to show to each other. It
really hurts me to see the pain people go
through, and it's not helpful for the teachers
either. With World of Difference, we can
help those who are being discriminated
against.
It is clear that the World of Difference
program is an important tool that Melican has
to combat hate within the community, and
student peer leaders play an important role in
helping the district achieve that goal. Still, it
should be noted that those who plan to join
the program must be self driven and
responsible,
as
it takes significant
responsibility, according to the teacher
advisors.
They say that, “We would
encourage students who embody leadership
qualities and who want to be a part of this
important initiative to consider being a peer
leader next year. It is important that
applicants understand that the commitment
includes training time as well as time to
prepare and lead the workshops.” Any
hopeful applicant is welcomed to join. As the
World of Difference program grows at
Melican (and around the country), we will
start to see important steps being taken to
oppose
hate,
bias,
prejudice,
and
discrimination.⬤
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By Em Tougas
Inspired by and adapted from Runt
by Marion Dane Bauer

This work of fiction was the result of an
ELA Composition writing task that asked
students to rewrite the story Runt from an
alternate point of view. Full credit is given to
the original author Marion Dane Bauer. This
version of the story is purely meant for
entertainment.
As I looked at my newborn pups, my heart
swelled with love. They had been exploring
the cave, our den, for the past couple of days.
Each day they got a little braver and grew a
little more. Their dad, King, came often to
check on the pups and to bring me meat. The
pups grew quickly and so much, except for
one - my little sweet Runt. He grew but
remained the smallest. I worried about him,
but he never seemed to notice his size.
Finally, the pups were ready to be
taken outside of the den for the first time. All
of my pups were running around, taking in
their surroundings. Runt stood silently by
me, watching his brothers and sisters run
around in the new daylight. His brothers and
sisters were tumbling by us, making small,
inarticulate yelps of pleasure. It was a new
day and new pups to explore the world.
“What is that, Mother?” Runt asked
curiously. He was glancing into the forest as
if something were to jump out and take him
away from the pack.
“And that, and that?” I smiled. My pups
were finally exploring the world, even if some
(Runt) weren’t ready yet.
“That is the sky,” I whispered,
pointing my snout up to the soft-blue-eyed
colored roof above our heads. “And that is
the forest,” I whispered again, pointing my
paw towards the thick blanket of trees coating
the ground. With wide eyes, Runt watched in
awe.
I started to walk away from my Runt.
My eldest children, the yearlings Hunter and
Helper, were coming to greet the pups. King
was watching this all from atop his
throne-like rock.
“I am your brother, Helper,” I could
hear the yearlings greeting my children.
Runt, as always, was watching in awe. Even
though he had only been alive for a few
weeks, he was already emitting such a large
personality. Unlike his siblings, Runt had
passion in him. I knew that he would grow up

to be a great leader of the pack, despite his
small size.
“Leader, Runner, Sniffer, Thinker,
Runt!” called a low voice from the canopy of
trees. I recognized the voice as Raven, an
annoying and pesky bird that lived in the
forest surrounding our home. King looked at
me with such seriousness in his eyes that even
the yearlings would be curious. Just then, I
knew that he was thinking the same thing as
me. We need to take Runt away from Raven.
Raven will torment him about his size and
name. King and I ran down to where the
pups were.
“The trees!” I could hear Runt cry.
“They welcome us as well!” He started
yipping with joy, running around his siblings.
They said more things, but I was still too far
away to hear clearly.
A glossy black creature, with
feathers as dark as the dead of night flew out
of the trees. I knew that figure as Raven.
Raven landed amid the pups, and his eyes
shined in the sunlight. Runt started to cower
under Raven’s intense glare.
“I am Raven and who might you
be?” Raven asked Runt. I was finally where
the pups were, protecting my little Runt. I
knew that Runt knew his name, and I also
knew that he was proud of it. Runt used to
always make me whisper his name in his ear
when he was a newborn. Yet still, I could tell
that he had frozen.
Finally, Runt spoke up for himself.
“I am Runt. You can call me Runt.” And that
was the proudest moment of my life. ⬤

Extracurricular Round-Up
By Arjun Mukjerjee

The achievements of Melican students
during this school year are so extensive that it
would be impossible to note them all. There
have been so many commendable academic,
athletic, musical, technological, scientific,
and community accomplishments. In an effort
to spotlight some of the extraordinary work
Melican students have done this school year,
several extracurricular achievements are
recognized below:
Math Team This year was the first year of
the math team at Melican, and the small
group delivered many wins. The group was
led by two parents, Nilanjan Palit and Raghu
Makaram. The math team participated in
notable competitions such as the Intermediate
Mathematics
League
of
Eastern
Massachusetts (IMLEM), the American
Mathematics Competition (AMC 8) and
MATHCOUNTS. In addition, the math team
repeatedly won second place in their category
from IMLEM. Based on their scores on
school and chapter competitions,
three
students, Jasmine Palit, Leonardo Deng, and
Eli Konarski, were invited to participate in
the statewide MATHCOUNTS competition.
Another big win for the team was when the
group of 7th graders, Aisha Ali, Arjun
Mukherjee, Jasmine Palit, and Neil Gupta,
became national quarter finalists in the
MATHCOUNTS Math Video Challenge,
where they had to create a unique video to
solve a math problem that had varying
applications. Congrats to all mathletes!
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Band This year's band delivered a
virtuosic victory at all the concerts they
performed, especially at the Massachusetts
Instrumental
and
Choral
Conductors
Association (MICCA) event. The sixth grade
band won a gold medal at MICCA,
performing the Irish Tune From County
Derry, The Tempest, and Fighting Falcon
March. The seventh grade also performed
three pieces, playing Marche Slave, Sabre
Dance, and Ancient Flower. Both the seventh
and eighth grade won silver at the event. The
successful band was led by Ms. Parece and
Mr. Daquil.
Garden Collective While Garden
Collective was started about seven years ago
by Mrs. Callaghan and Ms. Bean, Mr. Knight
is now the teacher advisor. It originated as a
way to bring cultivation and appreciation of
plants to students at Melican while doing
something nice for the community. The
custodial staff and the town Public Works
built three raised beds from materials they
use for the elementary school playgrounds.
Over the years, the club has secured grants
from the Northborough Garden Club and
personal donations to add garden tools and
storage, including a small greenhouse. The
club is always looking to expand its operation
in an environmentally-conscious way. All of
the plants are purchased from local farms and
are grown organically.
The club has
harvested vegetables and donated them to the
Northborough Food Pantry. Students of all
grades can rotate membership in fall and
spring; there is no experience needed. The
end
results
always achieve
our
original
vision
of
beautifying
campus,
promoting
collaboration,
and
providing
for those in need.
Musical This
year was the
“start
of
something new”
for actors and
actresses
at
Melican.
In
preparation for
the
school
musical, students
auditioned and rehearsed with masks but then

were able to perform without. Mrs. Getchell
directed High School Musical Jr. which was
the first live musical since COVID shut
things down in 2020.
Leading the play in
some key roles were Stephen Green, Ben
Dane, Jared Lebel, Ava Guckian, Ty Moran,
Emily Ruiz, Hannah Stiles, Declan Girard,
Hannah Dunleavy, and Ana Dutra. One
special performance was made by Emma
Jones when she was asked with a last minute
notice to take on a lead role in Saturday’s
show. She had a spectacular performance and
made the audience laugh out loud! Working
nonstop behind the curtain to make sure
things went smoothly was stage crew captain,
Paige Furst, along with Eli Moussa, Avery
Adams, Grace Huggina, Lana Ingerslev,
Vivienne Lefebvre, Mara Nelson, Rebecca
Palmer, Kartiki Sarangdhar, Evelynne
Watkins, Liam Knapp, and Tucker Postizzi,
and on spotlight was Robert Narris. Bravo!
Bravo!
Chess Club Mr. Ward loved playing chess
when he was in middle school. Unfortunately,
the school he attended had no chess club.
When he started the chess club at Melican, he
hoped to achieve three things: create an
opportunity for students to have fun playing
chess, to meet other students who also like to
play, and to give members a chance to
improve their game. These goals were met
every time the club convened on Wednesday
afternoons in the library. The chess club has
some very strong players, and most
importantly, they have fun playing this
timeless and fascinating game together. ⬤

Say Hi To An Ally
By Arjun Mukherjee

SAGA (Sexuality And Gender Alliance) is
an important Melican student organization
that aims to make LGBTQ+ students feel
more welcome in their school environment.
To learn more, the Insider staff contacted
Mrs. Glennon, the leader of SAGA, and Cami
B., a member of the alliance.
Cami B. joined SAGA after she
experienced humiliating anti-LGBT behavior
in elementary school. When Cami joined
Melican, she said that “I kind of felt alone,
and when I heard that there was SAGA, I
decided it would be good just to try it out to
see what they do. Believe it or not, I really
enjoyed it, so I kept going.” Cami B. noted
that SAGA’s goal was to create a welcoming
school space where no student felt like an
outcast due to their identity. Mrs. Glennon
also stated, “SAGA is a club focused on
support, friendship, education, and activism.
One of our goals is to provide a safe,
supportive meeting space for LGBTQIA+
students,” adding that, since many states are
passing anti-LGBTQIA+ laws, the alliance
hopes to spread awareness about issues that
the community faces.
Cami felt that SAGA’s most notable
accomplishment was the Day of Silence held
on April 26. She said, “The Day of Silence
was a success - lots of kids stayed silent for a
lot of the day, and many students wore
stickers in support of the community.” The
community also put a lot of effort into
making the Day of Silence as successful as
possible.
For example, SAGA students
personally designed t-shirts that were worn
by the teachers that day. Still, Cami and Mrs.
Glennon think that there is work to be done.
Cami said that hurtful words occasionally
float around, and since the school has a large
LGBTQ+ community, Cami said that SAGA
needs to make sure that everyone feels
represented to prevent further hatred.
Every June, Pride month is recognized by
many
organizations,
companies,
and
individuals.
The month celebrates the
achievements of LGBTQ+ people, and it is a
chance for the community to stand out and
have a valued place in our nation’s culture.
In the school community, it is important to
create an environment that nourishes and
cherishes differences and similarities within
people. Hopefully SAGA plays an important
role in this presently and in the future.⬤

Actresses portraying cheerleaders pose for a photo.
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Roadrunner Report
By Kartiki Sarangdhar

The spring season of sports had enough
excitement to make the flowers bloom!
Starting on April 14, the first boys’ baseball
game was one where the Roadrunners
narrowly defeated the Hudson Hawks. It was
a hard fought battle, and every player
contributed to the 9-8 win. On April 25, the
overall record for the boys’ baseball team
went up to 2-0 with an impressive triumph,
10-2, against Trottier. Parker Redfern, Ethan
Chan, and Connor Flaherty all continued a
great pitching streak, maintaining the
Roadrunners’ hold on the lead. They took
advantage of wet conditions and held onto
their good luck and skill until the finish.
Unfortunately, the baseball team suffered
its first loss of the season on the 28th of
April, 9-0, to a talented Oak Middle School.
Although Gilbert Prepetit, Derek Pryor, and
Parker Redfern battled on the mound, defense
allowed six unearned runs that day. On May
5, Melican baseball defeated Whitcomb
Middle School, 12-5. It was a great day to hit
and a solid day on the mound as well with
everyone on the team contributing to the
improvement to 3-1 for the season. Two days
later, the Roadrunners got another
well-deserved win as they defeated Gibbons,
11-5. On the mound, Derek Pryor pitched
three shutout innings, with Henry Rogers and
Connor Flaherty coming in after him to send
the visitors out. It was a great day at the plate
as well, with Melican picking up 13 hits on
the day.
Melican conquered Trottier on May 9, 2-0,
in a sort of “pitcher’s duel.” The game
remained 0-0 for five full innings, thanks to
outstanding pitching and defense. Finally, in
the sixth inning, Melican had a lead off base
hit from Gilbert Prepetit, who then kept going
and came around to score.
Also on the field this spring was the
Melican girls’ softball team. The team’s
season started with a heartbreaker to
Marlborough, 13-12, but Emily Ruiz pitched
three strong innings, and some notable
offensive performances were done by
Madison Himmelman and Hannah Dunleavy.
Melican softball overpowered Ashland
softball on May 8, with the overall score
being 21-9. Emily Ruiz pitched a complete
game, and Delaney Walker went five for five,
running four singles and a double. There were
also many others helping in both defense
positions and offense. On May 16, Hannah

Stiles pitched an amazing complete game
against Shrewsbury. Although the game
resulted in a loss, the girls showed real grit
and toughness later that week on the 18th
when they came back from a five run deficit
to beat Marlborough, 17-16. Defense played a
huge role in pitching, and offense had a great
amount of fun while scoring runs.

The softball (above) and track and field teams (below)

More good news to report with the results
from the track meet on April 13: Ava

Guckian came in first for the 100 meter race,
with Rebecca Palmer also receiving first in
the 400m. Jojo Cesar came in first in the
100m hurdles, and Sam Werlin came in first
in both the 100m hurdles and the 400m.
Many other Roadrunners placed in the top
three, and everyone did exceptionally well.
On May 23, in a three team meet, Melican
boys’
track
placed
first
place with 63
points, leaving
Trottier
and
Hudson in the
dust.
The
Melican girls’
team
placed
second with 47.5
points,
being
runners up to
Trottier.
The
excitement
displayed by not
only the players
but also from the
supportive
crowds during
these
competitions
really gave the
Roadrunners the
energy
they
needed
to
succeed
this
season. We hope
all
Melican
Roadrunners
will
make
sportsmanship
and fitness a priority in their lives. Thank you
for a great season!⬤
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Summertime Living
By Altea Mehillaj

We asked the whole school to weigh in
about summer related topics.
Where do you like to swim?
pool
ocean
lake
Pool had 51% of the votes, ocean came in
second with 27%, and lake came in last with
21%.
Where would you like to visit?
⛰ beach
⛰ mountains
⛰ amusement park
Beach was first place with 43%, mountains
second with 30%, and in third place was
amusement parks with 26%.
What is your favorite ice cream flavor?
Coffee
Cookie dough
Cookies and Cream
Black Raspberry
Chocolate
Butterscotch
Moose tracks
Sherbet
Cookies and cream took the crown with 33
votes, cookie dough had 27 votes, and coffee
had 21 votes.
What songs are you going to listen to this
summer? The responses were so varied and
from all genres of music. Two artists that
were mentioned multiple times were:
Taylor Swift
Harry Styles
A song that was mentioned more than once
was Party in the USA by Miley Cryus.
Overall, people want to listen to happy songs
and songs that will get them pumped. All the
songs mentioned were songs that as soon as
you hear, you want to go outside and dance!
What TV series are you most excited to binge
watch this summer?
1st place: Stranger Things Season 4
2nd place: Outer Banks
3rd place: Star Wars
Similarly to TV series, we asked: What
movies do you want to watch this summer?
The three most mentioned movies were:
Buzz Lightyear
Thor Love and Thunder
The Bad Guys
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🌊
🌊

🍦
🍦
🍦
🍦
🍦
🍦
🍦
🍦
💃
💃

🎥
🎥
🎥
🎥
🎥
🎥

What book can you not wait to read this
summer?
Percy Jackson - Rick Riordan
Keeper of the Lost Cities - Shannon
Messenger
Hunger Games - Suzanne Collins
One of Us is Lying - Karen M. McManus
The Summer I Turned Pretty - Jenny Han
If I mentioned one of your votes, I guess you
have a lot in common with other people in
your school and you may not even know it. ⬤

📕
📕
📕
📕
📕

From a Time Long Past
By Arjun Mukherjee

While waiting for my ride from an after
school club, I wandered to the large sign with
Robert E. Melican Middle School displayed.
It is something everyone sees everyday while
arriving at school but never pays much
attention to. However, when I looked more
closely at the school’s sign, I observed that
directly underneath was a large slab of rock,
bearing a placard inscribed with text which
read “NMS-MMS 30th Anniversary Time
Capsule Buried May 31 2002 Open May 31
2022.”
This was certainly intriguing. During my
two years at Melican, I had never even
entertained a faint idea that a treasured
historical relic (albeit a school time capsule
from 20 years ago) could have ever been
hidden at our school. The time capsule topic
came to be frequently discussed at Melican
Insider meetings. The newspaper began
investigative work to discover as much
information as possible before the May 31
time capsule opening.
Time capsules are defined by MerriamWebster dictionary as being “a container
holding historical records or objects
representative of current culture that is
deposited for preservation until discovery by
some future age.” This is different from other
artifacts because they are not necessarily
meant to be opened at a later time. Time
capsules have been around in America for
centuries. In 1876, a relic left by the
infamous Massachusettsan Paul Revere was
opened and declared as America’s first
modern time capsule. Since then, the legacy
of time capsules has continued, giving
citizens a glimpse into the lives of past years.
As Melican Insider reporters awaited the
arrival of May 31, it was determined through
a series of interviews with staff and former
students that the time capsule was buried on
May 31, 2002 for Melican’s 30th anniversary.

It was dug in by the eighth grade class of
2002. Each section agreed upon and
contributed one notable item that they
thought would be unique to their time. One
former Melican student reported she
remembered with almost certainty that her
section put a floppy disk in the time capsule.
A floppy disk is a thin, flexible disk
approximately four inches square that was
used to store data. Also, there was said to be
a second time capsule buried in the pine tree
groves adjacent to the school. The location of
it is not marked and would need a metal
detector to find it.
Although the time capsule was
supposed to be opened on May 31, 2022, it
was not. Confused that the capsule was not
opened (and also because there were huge
holes in our story), we went to the front office
and interviewed Mrs. Callaghan. She said
that the time capsule could not be unearthed
on May 31. Still, Mrs. Callaghan mentioned
that Mr. Richardson “was asked to loosen up
the time capsule so that students could
eventually take it out.” This would allow
Mrs. Karb and a few other students to unearth
the relic from 2002. She also added that,
while she had no idea what was in the time
capsule, it was likely that yearbooks and
notebooks from 2002 would be included.
This is because Mrs. Callaghan was actually a
teacher at Melican when the time capsule was
buried to commemorate Melican Middle
School’s 30th anniversary. The anniversary
also was the time when the school’s name
changed from Northborough Middle School
to Melican Middle School in honor of a
Melican
principal
and
eventual
superintendent named Robert E. Melican.
This is why it is directly under the school’s
sign which displays the name that was new in
2002.
Breaking news came one week following
May 31. During sixth grade lunch the
capsule was opened and the items from 20
years ago were revealed. I have not
personally seen the contents of the time
capsule but various sources indicate that they
are displayed in a
first
floor
showcase in plain
sight
for
all
students to view.
Scan the QR code
to see photos of
the relics.⬤
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